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Introduction: Welcome to the university application process. This booklet has been 

designed to assist you in the application process and provide you with useful resources.  

Please use it along with ‘The Little Guide’ and the UCAS web site www.UCAS.com.  
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UCAS Timeline for applications 2016  

Suggested timeline and Key Dates: Please remember from the date you hand in your completed 

UCAS application form  i.e. checked and approved application and personal statement, it can take up to 2 

weeks to process the application, although the school will strive to complete and send it as quickly as 

possible. 

 

By 3rd July 2015  All students to have logged  onto UCAS 

By 10th July 2015  Discuss with tutor subject choices and potential universities.  

 Provide a first draft of personal statement (if ready) to the 
tutor. 

During June & July  Book open day visits (no more than 3 during school time, 
permission to be given by tutor and subject staff informed) 

 

By 17th July 2015  Complete personal details, qualifications and employment 
section of the application form. 

During  September 
2015 

 Work with tutor to complete personal statement 

 Update and amend your AS results 

 Check your predicted grades against the entry requirements 
for your course 

 Check entrance test requirements for your course and 
register if needed 

15th October Med/Vet/Dentistry/Oxbridge application deadline 

6th November 2015  Gosford Hill School UCAS application deadline 
15th January 2016 UCAS application deadline 

25th February 2016  Students can apply through Extra 

24th March 2016  UCAS art and design courses deadlines (these are individual 
to the universities and courses, so ensure you check the 
dates). 

31st March 2016  A majority of Universities will have sent out all offers by this 
date 

4th May 2016  If you have received all of your offers by 31st March, you 
must reply to all of your university offers (accept and or 
decline) or your offers will be rejected.  

 Check the acceptance deadline  universities send out when 
they offer you a place 

30th June 2016  Final date for late applications, after this point you will be 
put through clearing 

4th  July 2016  Last chance to apply through Extra 

18th August 2016  A ‘level results day. 

For the best chance of a successful application, we would suggest that you follow the above timeline. 
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Getting started 

The key to a successful application and university life is considerable and thorough research. 

Use the information in this booklet and the extensive help that is available on the UCAS site to 

assist you. Watch a few of the UCAS TV clips. 

Undecided? 

1. Think about what you enjoy doing day to day – maybe this could be part of a future job role. 

2. Explore jobsites and graduate careers – you might find ideas to work or study towards. 

3. Consider all the options– different subjects, activities and alternatives to university. 

 

There are lots of courses to consider. Decide what's right for you 

 It might take you a while, but keep thinking about it. 

 If you don't find anything you like the sound of right away, at least you'll be narrowing down your 

ideas. 

 Once you've chosen a subject or career, check out which type of study is right for you and how to 

choose a course. www.UCAS.com 

 There are other ways below to prepare for higher education too, and alternatives if you'd rather not 

apply for a course at the moment.  

 

Gap year or alternatives to higher education 

If you're still not sure what to do yet, or you'd just like a  different option, consider these ideas: 

 Take a gap year You can gain lots of skills and amazing experiences with a gap year. 

 Do something work based There's a range of options available for heading straight into the world of 

work. 

 Get experience – either paid or voluntary work could move you closer to a course or career you 

want. 

 An apprenticeship – earn while you learn and gain qualifications – find out more 

http://www.apprenticeships.org.uk  

 Go straight into a career – get advice from our Adviza PA Megan Ette or 

http://oxcentric.oxme.info/cms/  

 Start a business  

 
 Study in a different way  Maybe you still want to study, but in another way. 

 Take a foundation degree – usually two years, gaining knowledge and skills to prepare you for 

business. 

 Study part-time instead  

 Study abroad 

http://www.ucas.com/how-it-all-works/explore-your-options/different-types-study
http://www.ucas.com/how-it-all-works/explore-your-options/how-choose-course
http://www.ucas.com/how-it-all-works/explore-your-options/how-choose-course
http://www.apprenticeships.org.uk/
http://oxcentric.oxme.info/cms/
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Choosing courses  

There's a lot to consider when choosing a course, so our guide gives you hints on what to think about. 

 Compare course content 

Take a look at how courses are delivered, search for different courses in the subject you want to do 

and check out the details. 

 What are the modules like? 

Which are the most interesting or relevant to your career direction? 

 How's the course assessed? 

Exams, coursework, presentations etc – what do you prefer? 

 What are the tutors like? 

Are they experts in areas you want to learn about? 

 Compare course providers and locations 

 

Read prospectuses and websites, or speak to course providers 

in person by visiting their open days. 

 

 

 What do they offer?  

Do they have sports facilities or societies you'd want to join? 

 What extras can they provide?  

Can you study abroad or get help with work placements? 

 Where are they in the country?  

How near home or a city centre are they? 

 See what other people think 

Talk through your ideas with family, friends, teachers or advisers. See what you can find online.  

 Get the student viewpoint at http://unistats.direct.gov.uk for subject and course provider 

reviews. 

 Check league tables that rank course providers. Make sure you check the sources 

though – some are biased. (The Guardian, The Times and The Complete University Guide are 

more impartial places to take a look.) 

  

http://www.ucas.com/how-it-all-works/explore-your-options/search-courses-and-training-programmes
http://www.ucas.com/how-it-all-works/explore-your-options/events-and-open-days
http://unistats.direct.gov.uk/
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websites to support your research 

 

www.ucas.com Apply to university through this site however there is much more information 

to be found on this site including a course search facility. 

www.bestcourse4me.com  shows what courses you may be able to follow with different A 

level combinations. 

www.ukcoursefinder.com – Questionnaire which may help you decide which course or 

subject area to study 

www.opendays.com overview of all university open events 

http://unistats.direct.gov.uk/ comparison website of university course and success data 

www.guardian.co.uk/education/students advice for applying to university 

https://www.gov.uk/student-finance for information about student finance 

www.slc.co.uk for information about student finance  

www.astarfuture.co.uk – studying abroad 

http://oxcentric.oxme.info/cms/oxcentric/education-and-work Oxfordshire County Council 

young persons’ site. Lots of information about jobs, education, housing and money 

http://www.notgoingtouni.co.uk useful site with alternatives to university 

https://nationalcareersservice.direct.gov.uk  National Careers Information site 

http://www.apprenticeships.org.uk  Apprenticeship information and registration site  

www.icould.com careers advice 

 

There is a range of useful books and publications in the Sixth Form including 

copies of ‘Heap’ which lists courses by subject and points required 

http://www.ucas.com/
http://www.bestcourse4me.com/
http://www.ukcoursefinder.com/
http://www.opendays.com/
http://unistats.direct.gov.uk/
http://www.guardian.co.uk/education/students
https://www.gov.uk/student-finance
http://www.slc.co.uk/
http://www.astarfuture.co.uk/
http://oxcentric.oxme.info/cms/oxcentric/education-and-work
http://www.notgoingtouni.co.uk/
https://nationalcareersservice.direct.gov.uk/
http://www.apprenticeships.org.uk/
http://www.icould.com/
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Researching universities and courses 

www.UCAS.com  Search for courses 

 
Have you found a course you like the sound of? 

Do you know you can search for similar courses? 

 

You will need to find the course code for the course you like from individual the 

individual university web site. It will be within general information about the 

particular course. 

Typically it will be H100, W230 or something similar. 

NB Similar courses do not always have the same subject title 

 

Put UCAS code into 

subject search, fill ‘I 

normally live’ box and 

search. You should get a 

list of universities offering 

a similar course content . 

NB the courses may have 

different titles. 

http://www.ucas.com/
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Check the entry requirements for courses including specific GCSE, A level 

and Admissions Test requirements. Universities use either points score 

(UCAS Tariff points) or specific A level grade scores and sometimes a mix 

of both!  Certain courses require specific subjects to have been studied. 

Check and double check the entry requirements and remember these are still 

only guide as to what a university may offer you. 

It is worth keeping a record of your research. Make yourself a spread sheet 

and keep all the basic details such as entry requirements course codes etc. It will 

make it easier to compare the courses you are interested in. 

UCAS Tariff Points 

Grade AS Points A2 Points BTEC Grade Points 

A* 70 140   

A 60 120 Distinction 120 

B 50 100   

C 40 80 Merit 80 

D 30 60   

E 20 40 Pass 40 

Health & Social Care is a BTEC and can be a single or double award.  

Offers are usually made based on three A2 grades or equivalent. You cannot 

‘double count’ exams in the same subject. Points for GCE AS qualifications are 

not usually included even if you have studied four AS subjects.  

Admissions Tests  

For Oxbridge, medicine, veterinary, dentistry, law and primary education and 

some institutions you may need to sit an admissions test. For information and 

deadlines go to :www.UCAS.com/how-it-all-works/explore-your-options/entry-

requirements  

Most admissions tests happen at the start of the 

academic cycle, so if you do need to take one you'll 

need to register for it early – possibly before you've 

sent your application off. Plus many of the courses that 

use admissions tests are also the courses that have the 

15 October application deadline – so it's worth checking 

these details in advance. 
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Your Application 

www.UCAS.com  

 

 

 

 

Start an undergraduate application making sure you pick 2016 not 2015 even 

if you want to defer until 2017. 

  

http://www.ucas.com/
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Log on to Apply 2016 

 

Add personal details, get a username, create a password and set your security questions. 

Keep a note of your password and the username you are given, you will need these 

later. 

 

You will need the buzzword part way through entering your basic 

information into your application 

Gosford Hill School Buzzword: classof2016ghs 

Then fill in the rest of your personal details 

 Funding and sponsorship options, residential status, any special needs or 

disabilities and any criminal convictions – plus you can give a parent, guardian or 

adviser nominated access if you'd like them to be able to speak to UCAS on your 

behalf. 

 Add your email address – it will show you how to verify it with UCAS. Then you will you 

know whenever your application is updated online, ready for you to log in and check. 

Tick that you want email message information. 

Make sure you email address is a sensible one! 

 

You should check your email account as you will have an  email from UCAS instructing 

you to verify your email address. 
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Some additional info (UK applicants only) 

Your ethnic origin, national identity, any summer schools/taster courses you attended, 

care and parental education and occupational background.  

This information  isn't for selection purposes – it's helpful for producing statistics, but it's not 

compulsory if you'd rather not fill it in. 

Student finance arrangements (UK applicants only) 

 This isn't your actual student finance application, but if you apply  for financial support 

UCAS can speed up the process by sharing your information  with the student loans or awards 

organisation you apply to (if you give UCAS permission to).  

 Don't worry if you can't see the page yet– it only shows after certain questions are answered in 

the 'personal details' section. 

 You will need to put in Oxfordshire as the area. Fee code is 02  

Then you add your course choices 

 You can choose up to five courses (all now or some later) – there's no preference order 

and your universities/colleges won't see where else you've applied to until after you reply to 

any offers you get. 

 One restriction on the combinations you can have is a maximum of four courses in any one of 

medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine or veterinary science. Another restriction is that you 

can only apply to one course at either the University of Oxford or the University of Cambridge.  

  

Your education so far 

You must enter all qualifications you have a result for, 

including any which were ungraded. 

 You must also enter any exams you’re waiting to take, 

and any qualifications for which you’re waiting results. 

There is a drop down list of qualifications that you may have 

taken at Gosford Hill . If you can’t find your qualifications listed 

please ask Mrs Hounsell. 

  

 It’s important to include your full education history, including the most recent school or 

college.   

  

Your employment history 

 If you've had any paid jobs – full-time or part-time – here's where you can enter details for up 

to five of them. Include company names, addresses, job descriptions and start/finish dates. 

Mention any unpaid or voluntary work in your personal statement. 
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 Personal statement 

This is your chance to show course providers why you want to study the course and why 

you'd make a great student.  Course tutors use personal statements to compare applicants, 

so try to make yours stand out. 

Remember it's the same personal statement for all courses you apply to – so avoid mentioning 

universities or colleges by name, and ideally choose similar subjects. If they're varied then 

write about common themes – like problem solving or creativity. 

Be prepared to write and rewrite your personal statement. You tutor will help you with this. 

 Look at the section in this booklet Appendix A Personnal Statements  for help and 

advice about writing your statement. There is also more information to assist you in the 

Sixth Form area of the shared drive. 

  

 Finally  

 See if you need to make any edits, then mark it as complete, save it and agree to the 

declaration. You'll need to mark every section as complete before you can get to the 

declaration/payment/reference stage.  

 You are responsible for checking all aspects of your application. It is recommended that you 

ask a family member or someone outside school to check for general mistakes such as 

missing items, spelling , grammar etc. When you pay and send your application it will not go 

straight to UCAS but to your tutor who will check it for common mistakes and attach their 

reference. 

  

 Pay your fee by card currently £23 and send your application. Look out for it being returned 

to you should there are any amendments to make. The Head of Sixth Form or Assistant Head 

of Sixth Form will approve and send the application. We will endeavor to send applications 

within two weeks of your application being completed and approved. You should receive an 

email acknowledging your application from UCAS. If you do not receive this within 24 

hours after it has been sent please alert the Sixth Form team. 

  

Your reference 

This is an important document written by your form tutor in conjunction with all your subject 

teachers. All tutors are experienced in writing UCAS references and the quality of Gosford Hill 

references is excellent. 
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A few things to note 

  

You can only apply once in a year. Please don't apply more 

than once in a cycle, as you can't receive a refund for further 

applications.  

 

  If you've applied in previous years and want to apply again, you'll still have to submit a 

new application and pay fee again. 

 

Remember to check the full help within Apply www.ucas.com 

 

 You should receive an email acknowledging your application from UCAS. If 

you haven’t received this 24hours after your application has been sent by a 

member of staff to UCAS please alert the Sixth Form Team. 

  

http://www.ucas.com/
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Appendix A Personal Statements 

 

 

You can only submit one personal statement and this cannot be changed after your application has 

been sent. 
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Personal Statements 

 

 Ask yourself questions like the ones below to decide what information to include. 

 Have a look at the statement mind map for more ideas, or use the personal statement worksheet to 

write down answers to these questions and more.  

 

1. Why are you applying? 

 For example why you want to study at higher education level. 

 Why that subject interests you. 

 What your ambitions are when you finish your course. 

2. What makes you suitable? 

 Skills, knowledge, achievements and experience you have that will help you do well. 

 These could be from education, employment or work experience, or from hobbies, interests and social 

activities. 

3. Which of your skills and experiences are most relevant? 

 Check course listings to see what level of understanding you need to have and what qualifications or skills 

they're looking for. 

 This way you can link your experiences to the skills and qualities they mention, and you can put them into a 

structure that's most relevant to the course providers. 

“The strongest applicants are those who can link their extra-curricular activities to their proposed course of 

study." 

– Assistant Registrar for Undergraduate Admissions, University of Warwick 

 

How to write it 

There's no right answer for how to write it, or any definite formula you should follow – just take your 

time and don't worry if it doesn't sound right on your first attempt. Even the best writers in the world redraft 

their work! 

Style 

 Write in English and avoid italics, bold or underlining. 

 Use an enthusiastic and concise tone of voice – nothing too complex – just what comes naturally. 

 Be careful with humour, quotes or anything unusual – you do want to be individual, but if the admissions 

tutor doesn't have the same sense of humour as you, it might not work. 

 Get the grammar, spelling and punctuation right, and redraft your statement until you're happy with it. Your 

tutor will ask you for the first draft and then be able to make suggestions as to how to improve it. Be 

prepared write several drafts. 

 Proofread and read it aloud to hear what it sounds like. Ask advisers/family members to check it too. 

Format 

 You can use up to 4,000 characters or 47 lines of text (including spaces and blank lines). 
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 We recommend you write your statement in Word first and then copy and paste into your online application 

(but watch out for the character and line count – the processor might get different values because it doesn't 

count tabs or paragraphs). 

 When you add to your online application click 'save' regularly because it will time out after 35 minutes of 

inactivity. 

If you want to send any more information you can ask universityies s and colleges if they'll accept further 

details – if they say yes you should send it direct to them (not to UCAS) once you have your welcome letter 

(so you can include your Personal ID). 

Don't copy! 

 Don’t copy anyone else's personal statement or from personal statements posted on the internet. Make sure 

your personal statement is all your own work. 

All personal statements are screened across Copycatch similarity detection system. If you are found to have 

similarity in your personal statement, your application will be flagged, you, together with your choices will 

receive an email alert and this could have serious consequences for your application.  

 

 

 

 

http://cdn.ucas.com/sites/default/files/subject-areas-large.jpg
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Examples of Personal Statements  

There are additional examples in  S:\6th FORM\Applying to 

University\Personal Statement\Examples of Personal Statements  

Physics 

I was introduced to modern physics through a video on Heisenberg's uncertainty principle. I 

already loved science in general, but this was different from anything I had learned before. 

It was hard to understand and yet fascinating. What does it mean, "nothing has a definite 

position"? This intriguing phenomenon led me to explore into quantum physics, and eventually 

particle physics and cosmology. In these territories of very small to very big, my intuition 

was rendered useless. It made me realise that we are so familiar with the world of our size 

that it distracts us from an objective view of how the universe works. It is now my ambition 

to overcome this hurdle and reach the true, enthralling view of the universe. 

I learned the basics of various branches of modern physics mainly from reading books by Orzel 

and Cox and various online articles, all of which inspired me to think about the universe with 

more depth. I try to imagine photons being like pond ripples and small beads simultaneously, 

electrons orbiting like clouds instead of like planets, and quantum particles passing through 

walls as if nothing were there; even though these ideas seem nearly impossible to picture, 

they deeply provoke my curiosity. 

I find special relativity especially intriguing because of the apparent contradiction 

associated with different perspectives. When length contracts and time dilates for an object 

moving at an extreme speed, it only appears so to an observer watching it from an inertial 

frame. But the setting of the inertial frame is in fact arbitrary, as there is no absolute 

position. This leads to the ladder paradox, where the barn should accommodate the ladder that 

enters it at a near-light speed, and yet at the same time, from the viewpoint of the ladder, 

should shrink shorter than the ladder. It is amazing that this must be possible in the real 

world, as paradoxical as it seems, according to the best evidence we have. So how do we 

resolve this contradiction? Challenges like this motivate me to keep on learning. 

I have also developed great interest in classical physics from my A level subjects. Learning 

about so many elegant models in mechanics, such as Newton's law of gravitation, has taught me 

the vast importance of constructing simple models in gaining insights into motion of objects. 

Even in chemistry, I was fascinated to discover how mechanics and statistics are blended 

together to create an extremely versatile model of gases as the basis of thermodynamics. 

Much of my scientific knowledge and enthusiasm comes from personal research and self-teaching. 

I have never had tutoring outside school. I am confident and self-motivated when it comes to 

learning, and it is a skill I used to study SAT II Physics over the summer. My firm attitude 

towards my studies has also been recognised by my peers as a sign of strong self-discipline 

and I believe played a large part, along with my sense of responsibility, in securing me the 

role of head boy at my school this year. 

I have achieved grade 8 distinction in violin. I play in various ensembles and have led the 

main youth orchestras of Oxfordshire for a few years. With these groups, I have had the 

privilege to play across Europe as well as in famous venues within Britain, including the 

Royal Albert Hall. Music brings out my artistic and creative side, which nicely complements my 

academic side. Thought experiments such as Einstein's light clock show that creativity is 

important and can lead to deep insights, especially since so much of physics does not 

necessarily follow logic and common sense. 

It is overwhelming to think about what lies in the future, since scientists around the globe 

are already making such astonishing discoveries. It is my wish to be part of that community 

and make contributions that will further their endeavour. I know reading physics at university 

will greatly increase the chances of me achieving this goal, which I hope will be more than 

just a dream in the coming years. 
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History  

Significant events such as the October Socialist Revolution in Russia, the Great Depression 

and the Holocaust have shaped the world today. While many argue that historians are too tied 

to fact rather than depicting cause and that society prefers to blame individuals, I disagree 

as this fails to acknowledge the skills studying History fosters, such as critical analysis of 

interpretations. It is vital to learn lessons from History, for example, we see the USA trying 

to broker an alliance with Iran, which echoes historical actions with Iraq. After five years 

of studying History, I have been able to discover why many key events occur. This has led me 

to want to build upon my A level History studies and to explore historical events through a 

range of more sophisticated perspectives. 

Investigating the 1500-1564 cultural reformation in Europe allowed me to develop a broader 

understanding of this particular component of the past, in particular, Luther's defiance of 

the established Catholic Orthodoxy. Since I believe that to be wholly committed to a course, 

one should look outside the compulsory curriculum, I decided to look at how the reformation 

might have been an influence on the Age of Enlightenment and this research included reading 

the Two Treatises of Government by John Locke. My research also led to visits to the Magdalen 

College archives and Queen's College Library enabling me to see just how crucial the 

preservation of History is to academic study. I have also attended historical exhibitions; the 

most recent one being the First World War exhibition at the Bodleian Library where the 

recollections of individuals' experiences in the trenches helped me to understand the 

importance of source material in the study of History. 

Studying Sociology alongside History helped me to further understand the extent of change in 

1960s Britain in both family life and education. Linking academic disciplines to create a 

bigger picture is important and gives an alternative perspective, which is often vital in 

order to analyse critically periods of History. Completing several extensive portfolios in 

Business Studies has enhanced my skills in time management, research and data interpretation. 

I believe these will be essential when studying as an undergraduate. 

To build upon my A level studies, I intend to complete the Extended Project Qualification with 

my question being 'Tiananmen Square: is Chinese Censorship Justified?' This experience will 

allow me to expand on my independent study skills, which I believe will contribute to my 

success in Higher Education. As well as this, I have also completed several work experience 

placements. Working at the Keble College Library, Oxford required much attention to detail and 

the experience will be vital to maintaining a meticulous approach to organisation. At the 

Oxford English Centre, I taught English to international students, which enhanced my 

communication skills. Also, working at a local firm of solicitors allowed me to improve my 

evaluation and problem solving skills from handling case studies. 

Being part of the Sixth Form Committee as a Prefect required a high level of teamwork. I was 

involved in setting up fundraising events, representing the school at open evenings and 

chairing the house council. I believe these experiences have helped to boost my interpersonal 

skills. Taking part in the Young Enterprise Company Programme (as the Managing Director) 

increased my confidence and leadership ability. In Debate Club, I attended many events, which 

included giving a speech at the Model United Nations General Assembly as a Head of State. This 

strengthened my diplomatic reasoning skills as I had to justify my stance on global issues. 

Also, I am the captain of my local cricket team and a swimming teacher. I take pride in 

helping others to learn and prosper. My overall interest in history has been recognised by my 

school, which named me history student of the year for my keen interest in the subject. 
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English 

I am intrigued by the way words affect us and why they are chosen. I believe that an English 

Literature course is one where independent thought and contribution is valued to the highest 

degree. One novel that has had an impact on my passion for English Literature is Bram Stoker's 

Dracula. Stocker shocks the reader with unearthly imagery, such as Dracula crawling "down the 

castle wall over the dreadful abyss" and proves what effect a single sentence can make. I 

found myself asking, how can a piece of literary text really make such an impact? For me, the 

answer is simple, to delve into a book is a way of exploring the imagination, and this is the 

greatest tool we have when it comes to creativity. Reading literature however, is not just 

about creativity, it helps us understand more about the society we live in. English is the 

only subject in which such an extensive range of ideas can be brought together to challenge 

preconceived understandings; like Rossetti's feminist symbols in Goblin Market or Sylvia 

Plath's attitude towards suicide in Lady Lazarus. Researching how Gothic horror can effect the 

audience through English and Drama has been increasingly helpful in determining the difference 

between on stage and paper-based writings. 

Through a combination of Drama, History and English Literature, I have been able to further my 

understanding about what a novelist can achieve. Writing an Historical Enquiry has taught me 

about using critical interpretations to argue a point while also strengthening my analytical 

skills. Furthermore, studying History has allowed me to explore the historical and socio- 

political circumstances within literature, such as being introduced to the 1930s before 

learning about Auden helped me to contextualise his works. Frequently visiting the theatre has 

allowed me to witness the use of literature to develop emotions through the spoken work. From 

'Twelfth Night' to 'The Cripple Of Innishman', I have understood the importance of 

compositions to create characters and stories. Different theatre practitioners such as 

Stanislavsky and Artaud focus on the way words can be manipulated to express an opinion. Along 

with this, I am studying the Extended Project Qualification on artistic motifs from around the 

world, this has enhanced my time management skills and independent learning as it is an 

extracurricular achievement. 

Being part of the Debate Club has shown me a way of using words to argue a point, it had also 

developed my confidence to voice my opinion. My recent completion of the Duke of Edinburgh 

Award has increased my competence in independent work and living. Working in Harris Manchester 

College at Oxford University was one of the most beneficial experiences, as it solidified my 

enthusiasm for English Literature. I worked with antiquarian books, dating back to the 15th 

century and this fascinated me and made me wonder about the origins of the English language 

and how much it has changed. Being able to study such a wide range of literature will enable 

me to have a wider insight into the writers perspectives and historical context. 

My role as Head Girl has enhanced my capability in areas of responsibility, organisation and 

team work. I am also the student voice for their concerns and have the influence to change 

policies within Sixth Form. Furthermore I have been a vital member of the school committee, 

organising social events and charity fundraisers. This role can be challenging but the rewards 

of helping younger students to achieve the potential far outweighs the difficulties. Being 

part of a stage school for five years, focusing on tap, ballet and jazz has enthused me to 

join dance societies at university. 

English Literature allows a broad range of topics to be explored, while also giving the 

opportunity for independent research. I believe my experience as Head Girl and my 

extracurricular achievements strengthens my capability to be responsible and hard working 

which is perfect for university life. 
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Appendix B:-Jargon busting and glossary of terms 

UCAS applications 

Adjustment – in an undergraduate application, one of the services you can use to look for alternative courses. 

This one’s in case you’ve met and exceeded your conditions and you’d like to see if you can get on a course with 

higher entry requirements – all while still holding your original confirmed place. 

Admissions test – for some universities and colleges, in certain subjects, there will be a requirement to sit an 
admissions test in addition to making a UCAS application. 

Apply – in your application, the name of our online application system. (For postgraduate courses Apply is 

combined with Track.) 

Bachelor’s Degree – a three or four year course you can take in undergraduate higher education after you’ve 

finished further education – also known as a first or undergraduate degree. It’s either a Bachelor of Arts or 

Bachelor of Science, depending what subject you choose. 

Centre – a school, college or organization that can help students apply to higher education. 

Changed course offer – in your application, you might get one of these if you haven’t met your conditions, or if 

the university or college has made changes to the courses they run. It might involve a different start date or point 

of entry, or a different course altogether. 

Choice – a choice is a course you apply for on your application. Many students make multiple choices to 

increase their chances of getting a place. 

Clearing – in an undergraduate application, Clearing is another service you can use to look for alternative 

courses. If you didn’t get a place on a course – whether you didn’t receive offers, declined your offers or didn’t get 

the grades you needed – Clearing allows you to apply for courses that still have vacancies. 

College – a provider of further and higher education. 

Conditional offer – in your application, an offer of a place on a course subject to conditions. To be accepted on 

the course you’ll need to meet the conditions – usually related to your exam results. This is a common type of 

offer for students applying direct from further education. 

Confirmation – in your application, the outcome of a conditional offer you’ve accepted. If you meet the conditions 

your place will be made unconditional (meaning you’ve got a place on the course) – if not the offer will be 

declined. 

Conservatoire – a provider of performance based music, dance and drama courses. 

Course – there are many different courses across different levels, subjects and locations – from foundation 

degrees to PHDs. 

Course provider – a university, college, conservatoire or other institution offering higher education courses. 

Deferral – in your application, this is what you do if you’d like to carry an offer over to start it in the following 

academic year.  

Entry profiles – these are within course listings in the search tool – they’re put together by uni and college staff, 

with info including entry requirements and course content. 

Entry requirements – this is what the course provider recommends you need to do/have to get on the course – 

from qualifications and specific subjects or grades to interviews, admissions tests and medical requirements. You 

aren't guaranteed an offer if you meet or already have these. 

Extra – in an undergraduate application, Extra is a service you can use to apply for alternative places if you do 

not hold an offer from your first five choices. 

Firm choice – in your application, an offer you accept as your first choice. 

Further education (FE) – the level of education you complete at school or college before you start higher 

education. 
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Graduate – a student who has completed and graduated from an undergraduate course – they can now apply for 

postgraduate courses if they’d like to. 

HEI – a higher education institution – a university, college or conservatoire. 

Higher education (HE) – the level of education we can help you apply to – from undergraduate courses when 

you’ve finished further education, to postgraduate courses you can move on to after graduating from an 

undergraduate degree. 

Insurance choice – in your application, an offer you accept as your second choice – just in case you don’t meet 

the conditions of your firm offer. 

Invitation – in your application, you may receive an invitation from a university or college asking you to attend an 

interview or audition, or to provide a portfolio, essay or another piece of work. 

League tables – rankings of course providers – these can be an overall ranking, or listed by reputation, courses 

or departments. 

Personal ID – in your application, the 10-digit number you get when you register to Apply – printed in a 123-456-

7890 format on every letter we send you. (You’ll be asked for this if you get in touch with our Customer Contact 

Centre.) 

Personal statement – a piece of text applicants write to show why they’re applying and why they’d be a great 

student for a course provider to accept. 

Point of entry – in your application, which year of the course you start at – for example ‘2’ means you’d start in 

the second year of the course. 

Postgraduate – higher education study for graduates who have already completed an undergraduate course. 

Referee – in your application, someone who provides a reference for you. 

Reference – in your application, a recommendation on an applicant’s application form from a teacher, adviser or 

professional. 

Sandwich course – a course with an additional year where you work in a profession you're studying for. 

Scheme code – in your application, this is used along with your Personal ID to identify your application. 

Tariff – the Undergraduate Tariff is the system for allocating points to the different qualifications you can use to 

get into undergraduate higher education. Not all qualifications will be included on the Tariff. It is for use in 

admissions only and is not transferable to the job market 

Track – the name of our online tracking system where you can see how your application is progressing. Here you 

can reply to offers and make amendments like changing your email address etc.  

UCAS – the Universities and Colleges Admissions Service in the UK.  

Unconditional offer – in your application, an offer of a place on a course with no conditions – the place is yours 

if you want it. 

Undergraduate – the first level of study in higher education. If you graduate from an undergraduate degree you 

can move on to postgraduate study. 

Unistats – a useful website for students to research and compare subjects, universities and colleges – from 

student satisfaction ratings to stats about getting a graduate job after you finish the course. 

University – (or ‘uni’ for short) – a provider of higher education. 

Unsuccessful – in your application, either you haven’t been made an offer or you haven’t met the conditions of a 

conditional offer. 

Withdrawal – in your application, before the decision has been made to make you an offer or not, either you or 

the university or college can withdraw a choice.
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5 Top Tips for Applicants from student Chris Rowlands, UCAS blog 

Knowing where to begin on the road to university can be daunting, and it's easy get lost in the sea of 

advice floating around. Of course, all advice is helpful, particularly if you aren't quite sure where 

you're heading, and I'm not trying to be a messiah of knowledge. Nonetheless, I thought I'd give my 

top 5 tips for a strong application, mainly for those just starting their applications for September, as 

now is the key time to prepare and put yourself in the best position for when it comes to writing 

personal statements and potential interviews later in the year. 

 

So, here are my 5 top tips for a strong application: 

 

1. Read around your subject. This is essential, not just for personal statements but also in terms of 

widening knowledge of the subject you're applying for. Aside from helping you decide that it's 

definitely what you want to do, reading a few books about your choice of study will give you a good 

grounding for when you finally get to Uni, as well as preparing you well for any interviews. A few 

relevant books really can change your application for the better, just make sure that if you say 

you've read them in your statement, you've actually read them - you will be asked! For my Law 

application I read three books, which did come up in my interview, and they reassured me that it 

was definitely what I wanted to do; I'd highly recommend them to anyone going for Law. They are: 

Nicholas McBride's Letters to a Law Student (really outstanding, and helpful once you're actually at 

university), Simpson's Invitation to Law (heavy, but if you like it then you know Law is for you) and 

Julian Baggini's The Pig That Wants to be Eaten (also helpful for psychology, ethics and the like). Get 

reading! 

 

2. Relevant work experience. This is the one that everyone seems to suggest, but it's because it 

really does make your application stand out. Getting a placement isn't easy, especially in the uber-

competitive areas such as Law and Medicine, but if you get the chance seize it, because it'll make 

your application much stronger, as well as assuring you it's what you really want to do. Send out 

some formal letters requesting placements and you may well strike lucky. If you can't readily get a 

placement, show your university choices that you've tried to gain some form of experience relevant 

to your subject. For example, if you're applying for Law and you're struggling to get a placement, 

observe some court sessions - local magistrates courts are great places to start, and they 

demonstrate a real interest in your subject. If you get chance, head down to London and sit in on 

some Old Bailey and Royal Courts of Justice cases. If these don't enthuse you, then Law isn't for you! 

 

3. Current affairs. A lot of degree courses have some relevance to current affairs, so if you have to 

go for interview you're very likely to be asked about relevant events of the moment. Even if not 

directly linked to your course, an awareness of current affairs broadens the mind and the ability to 

form and defend an opinion is always beneficial. Picking up news stories isn't too difficult and is a 

good starting point, but looking in the opinion pages of any good broadsheet newspaper, or 

subscribing to publications such as The Spectator or The New Statesmen, will provide a sense of 

debate, particularly beneficial to essay subjects. It's never to early to start and to get into the right 

mindset, so go subscribe! 

 

 

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Letters-Law-Student-Studying-University/dp/1408218801/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1326820082&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Invitation-Law-W-B-Simpson/dp/0631145389/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1326820090&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Pig-That-Wants-Eaten-Ninety-Nine/dp/1847081282/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1326820101&sr=8-1
http://www.cityoflondon.gov.uk/Corporation/LGNL_Services/Advice_and_benefits/Legal_advice/central_criminal_court.htm
http://www.justice.gov.uk/guidance/courts-and-tribunals/courts/rcj/index.htm
http://www.spectator.co.uk/
http://www.newstatesman.com/
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4. Be proactive. This means getting up and showing why your universities should take you! It's all 

too easy to claim things in your personal statement, but if you struggle to back them up when it 

comes to the crunch then you'll be left floundering. If you enjoy debating, prove it - join a debating 

club or start one; if you're confident, show how - put yourself out there and show how your 

personality and skills are beneficial. Essentially, your personal statement is an advert for you as a 

person. It's all about looking appealing to your choices, so get out there and demonstrate what you 

can bring to the table and that you deserve those offers. Places at top universities don't come easy, 

so don't rest on your laurels; there'll always be someone as good as you, if not better, so be 

proactive and get involved with things that back up what you say of yourself. 

 

5. Be enthusiastic! Finally, and most importantly, embrace and enjoy your subject. Don't do a degree 

in something just because it's something to do, do it because you love it. And if you love it, nurture 

that love by doing all the above things. If you go to interview, or even in your statement, enthusiasm 

can be the difference between an offer and a rejection, so don't try and be pretentious, just show 

how much you enjoy what you're applying for. The application process can be laborious, frustrating, 

confusing and all manner of other emotions, but stick at it, stay enthusiastic and keep the end goal 

in mind. If you're applying for something you truly want to spend 2, 3, maybe 5, or even 7 years of 

your life studying, then remember this and stay positive - in the end, it's all for your own benefit! 
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